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Zagreb, March 15th 2018.
WDSF Presidium
WDSF General Assembly
Motion: that the Presidium submit to the 2018 WDSF Annual General Meeting
motion to amend Appendix WDSF Dress Regulations:
MOTION 1 – to complement GENERAL
GENERAL
1. Female athletes may not wear shorts, culottes or leotards alone but they can be
worn with a skirt. Female Athletes must wear a skirt, dress or long trousers. Skirts
and dresses must create Characteristic shape for each discipline (ST and LA) (shape
area).
In Standard Dress the lady’s or girl’s dress must have a long skirt which at
minimum covers both her knees; if the skirt is split it must not be split higher than
the knee.
In Latin Dress the lady’s or girl’s dress must have a skirt made of fabric, fringe,
feathers , beads or any other suitable material, and can be split or open on the
sides, provided always that the skirt must completely cover the panties in front and
in the back when standing still.
For specific rules for Juvenile girls see Appendix 2: Juvenile Female Dress.
Explanation: If we read appendix 2 for Juveniles I and II female dress, there is
possibility to have shorter dress. So the general rule should reffer to specific
Juvenile rules.
MOTION 2 - to complement and change DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS
Make-up – includes face make-up, artificial tan, nail polish, artificial nails, and
artificial eye lashes.
Personal jewellery - jewellery that is intended for every day personal use
If used at competition, use at your own risk.
Explanation: we suggest definition of personal jewellery.
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MOTION 3 - to edit table in 3. SHOES, SOCKS, TIGHTS with definition of
colour and heel size
Juv Male ST/LA - Shoes: black only (Bo)
Juv Female ST/LA - Shoes: any colour (C), included material with light effects
(metallic, glitter…), roller hook buckle, rhinestone buckles are allowed if they are
used to buckle the shoes, not as a decoration.
Jun I Male - ST
Heel: max 2,5 cm
B socks must be worn

Jun I Male - LA
Heel: max 3,5 cm
B socks must be worn

Explanation: All categories have definition of colours except Juvenile I and II, and
almost all children's shoes have metallic fabric (gold, silver) and rhinestones
buckles, therefore it should be defined.
For Jun I and other categories max heel height for male Athlete should be defined.
MOTION 4 - to complement and change Appendix 2: Juvenile Female Dress
Combination of different materials in the same colour is allowed. If transparent (see
through) materials are used, they must be lined with a non-transparent material in
the same colour. Sleeves may be transparent. Draping and pleating is
allowed. Buttons in the colour of the dress and fabric covered buttons are allowed if
they are used to button the dress, not as a decoration.
Small tearshaped opening on the back closed at the neck with a button or hook
may be used, not longer than 15 cm and not wider than 5 cm.
The two new skirt designs (inserts and godets) - the volume of the skirt must not
exceed 2 full circles - 4 half circle inserts or up to 8 quarter circle inserts.
Explanation: Proposed regulations are necessary in order to clearly specify the
technical design of closing dresses. New skirt designs eariler adopted by WDSF
didn't specified max volume of skirt, therefore it should be defined.

Dragana Majcen
Secretary General CDSF
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